What interests you?

Heritage for the World

Nature’s Endowments

Palawan has become synonymous with spectacular dives. Numerous dive sites span from north to south beckoning divers and seasoned underwater explorers. Discover magnificent reefs and follow the typhoon of diving that you've. Top sites are Tubuluhan's Belfield National Marine Park, Taytay, Corong, Mapias, and Buhangin.

Stepping out: an excellent option for exploring the wildlife native. Focus totally on the surface of the sea as you glide over shallow reefs that are not so spectacular as the deeper ones accessible only to divers.

Palawan's many islands are excellent sites for day trips and activities. Scurvies, hidden lagoons, soaring limestone cliffs, and pristine beaches dastead the vibrant. The water's many islands offer prime opportunities to enjoy a day of kayaking. Paddle your way around beaches and hidden coves. 

Puerto Peñasque Subterranean River National Park

The Puerto Peñasque Subterranean River National Park is regarded as the world's longest underground river. Located underneath Mt. Peak, it is a passage through glistening formations of limestone rock including a huge cathedral-like cavern. Most of the inner recesses filled with stalactites and domed stalagmites. Board a small paddled outboard boat equipped with a spotlight to enter and explore the underground river. All the boat rides through calm dark waters, focus your light on wonder of nature and enter a world of mystery that is wonderful and touched by the sun. The path, made famous by the monkey feet, is also home to long-tailed monkeys, monitor lizards, wild Palawan pigs, Tolubon birds, monkeys, rhinoceros, and other flora.

Tolubuhon Island

Tolubuhon Island is 23% of the forested limestone rock is still intact. The Llayan Tukan Lake which has been given the distinction of being the country’s cleanest and greenest waters, makes Coon Island a virtual destination.

Biliao

At the tip of the island is Biliao, an islet that has been ritualistically designated by the people for its protection. The people of the Biliao tribe use this area and to include mangrove forests and saltwater lakes. Travelers to Biliao are encouraged to participate in the protection of marine life, saltwater lakes, secret coves and archaeological sites.

Hatsune Island

Another protected area is Togog’s Hatsune Island which is situated at one of the largest mangrove forests.
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